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Abstract—Automated workflows must comply with domainspecific regulations, standards and rules. So far, compliance issues
have been mainly addressed in the context of intra-organizational
workflows. In turn, there exists only little work dealing with compliance of distributed and collaborative workflows. As opposed to
intra-organizational workflows, for distributed and collaborative
workflows compliance must be addressed at different levels. This
includes local compliance rules of a particular partner as well as
global compliance rules to be obeyed by multiple partners collaborating in the distributed workflow. As a particular challenge,
the private elements of a particular partner workflow are hidden
to the partners and hence not known by them. Accordingly, only
limited information is available when checking compliance of
distributed and collaborative workflows. This paper introduces
techniques enabling compliance checking for distributed and
collaborative workflows, taking these privacy constraints into
account. Hence it enables ensuring compliance of distributed and
collaborative workflows at design time.
Keywords—business process compliance, collaborative and distributed workflows, privacy

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Business process compliance has been identified as a core
challenge for process-aware information systems [1]. So far, its
focus has been on intra-organizational workflows, and a variety
of approaches for checking the compliance of a workflow with
domain-specific regulations and rules in different phases of the
process life cycle have been proposed [2]–[6]. Except for few
approaches (e.g., Contracts [7], [8]), compliance checking for
distributed and collaborative workflows has been neglected so
far, even though being crucial for any collaborative setting
[9], [10]. Hence, the incorporation of compliance rules into
distributed and collaborative workflows and the provision of
techniques for checking them are indispensable for enterprise
computing. Compared to approaches for checking compliance
of intra-organizational workflows, two additional challenges
emerge [9]: First, business process compliance must be ensured at different levels, including local compliance rules of
a particular partner as well as global compliance rules to
be obeyed all partners of the distributed and collaborative
workflow. Second, compliance checking must cope with the
fact that distributed and collaborative workflows comprise
private elements of particular partners that are globally not
known.
Consider Fig. 1: First of all, compliance rules relevant for
setting up and running distributed and collaborative workflows
may refer to different levels. Usually, each partner maintains

its own private process model that does not only contain
activities for exchanging messages with the other partners,
but also comprise private activities not relevant for the interactions with the partners, i.e., due to privacy reasons, a
partner will usually not reveal all details about its private
processes to the other partners. Semantic constraints on such
private processes are denoted as local compliance rules. In
turn, the public process model of a partner, which constitutes
a restricted view on its private process model, is visible to
all partners. Furthermore, assertions can be used to augment
public process models. In particular, assertions enrich a public
process model with additional information about its execution
behavior not observable from the public process itself [9], e.g.,
to assure partners that components produced are tested before
shipping. In practice, assertions are contained, for example,
in SLAs, certified standards, or business contracts. In turn,
an interaction model defines the sequence of interactions (i.e.,
messages exchanged) between the partners of a distributed and
collaborative workflow. A local view on such an interaction
model links the public process model of a particular partner
with an interaction model; hence, it reflects the interactions of
this partner with the others. In this context, global compliance
rules are imposed at the interaction level, e.g., all components
of a car may have to be tested before integrating them [11].
Altogether, the public elements of a distributed and collaborative workflow include the interaction model, local views,
and public process models as well as the assertions and global
compliance rules. In turn, private process models and local
compliance rules constitute private elements.As opposed to
intra-organizational processes, in the context of a distributed
and collaborative workflow, we must consider three levels
of compliance: First, we must deal with local compliance
rules that constrain private partner processes. Second, we must
consider assertions that refine public process models. Third, we
must support global compliance rules that constrain the public
parts of a distributed and collaborative workflow. Overall, this
leads to the following research questions:
RQ 1
RQ 2
RQ 3

How to define business process compliance for the
different levels of a distributed and collaborative
workflow?
How to design a distributed and collaborative workflow that complies with local and global compliance
rules?
How to check compliance of a distributed and collaborative workflow; i.e., how to ensure that all
producible traces of the distributed and collaborative
workflow will meet the imposed compliance rules?
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Figure 1: Different levels of compliance rules in distributed and collaborative workflows

Regarding RQ 1, this paper formally defines compliance for
the different levels of distributed and collaborative workflows,
i.e., local compliance rules, assertions, and global compliance
rules. RQ 2 is addressed by following a top-down approach
for defining compliant distributed and collaborative workflows.
This approach comprises steps to ensure compliance on the
aforementioned levels (i.e. RQ 3). In particular, we provide
algorithms to automatically check different kinds of compliability of interaction models, i.e., the ability of an interaction
model to not conflict with global compliance rules. Further,
we provide algorithms that automatically check whether the
public elements of a distributed and collaborative workflow
ensure global compliance with global compliance rules. To
demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, a proof-of-concept
prototype enabling compliability and compliance checking for
distributed and collaborative workflows was developed.
Note that we already informally introduced the notion of
compliability and algorithms for compliability checking in
[12]. This paper significantly extends [12] by adding formal definitions of compliability, comprehensive compliability,
and global compliance and formally proofing the significance
of these criteria. Other contributions include the algorithms
for automatically checking comprehensive compliability and
global compliance.
Figs. 2 and 3 depict an example of a distributed and collaborative workflow from the healthcare domain using BPMN 2.0.
This process involves three partners: gynecologist,
laboratory, and hospital. In particular, Fig. 2 depicts
the interactions (i.e., messages exchanged) between these partners. In turn, Fig. 3 shows their public process models. Note
that the public process model of the hospital is simplified due
to lack of space.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Sect. II discusses related work. Sect. III introduces our approach for defining compliant, distributed, and collaborative
workflows. Sect. IV comprises our formal framework. In
particular, Sect. IV-C provides formal definitions regarding
the compliability of interaction models as well as global
compliance of distributed and collaborative workflows. Finally,
Sect. V provides algorithms for compliability and compliance

checking as the main contribution of this paper. Sect. VI closes
with a conclusion and outlook.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

In many domains, workflow execution is subject to compliance rules that stem from laws, regulations, and guidelines
(e.g. Basel or Sarbanes-Oxley-Act) [1]. Approaches, methods,
and techniques for ensuring the compliance of a workflow with
respective rules and constraints are covered under the term
business process compliance [4].
Existing approaches enabling the specification of compliance rules differ with respect to the fundamental formalism
used and the process perspectives covered. While early approaches have focused on the control flow perspective, recent
works [6], [13], [14] highlight the need to ensure compliance for other process perspectives (e.g., data, resource and
time) as well. In the context of distributed and collaborative
workflows, the interactions between business partners (i.e.
messages exchanged) constitute another crucial perspective,
whose compliance must be guaranteed [9], [12].
There exist approaches formalizing compliance rules for
the control flow perspective based on temporal logic (e.g.,
LTL [15], CTL [16]). Since logic-based notions are not easy
to comprehend, [17] suggests a pattern-based approach to
encapsulate logic. While the latter approach only considers
the control flow perspective, [18], [19] introduce compliance
patterns that address the data, resource, and time perspectives
as well. Furthermore, visual approaches exist that allow modeling of compliance rules referring to control flow [20]–[22].
In addition, [23], [24] support the data perspective. Finally,
[25] allows modeling compliance rules with respect to all
process perspectives, i.e. control flow, data, time, resource, and
interactions between business partners.
Besides the formal specification of compliance rules, their
integration along the entire process life cycle has been discussed in literature [3], [4], [6], [26].
Whether or not a workflow satisfies imposed compliance
rules has to be ensured for all phases of the process life cycle
[27]:

account, has not been sufficiently investigated yet [9]. To
remedy this drawback, we started the C3 Pro research project
and introduced the notion of compliability in its context [12].

To check the compliance of process models against prespecified rules at design time, many approaches apply model
checking [15], [16], [20], [23], [28]. Besides control flow,
some of them even address the data and time perspectives.
Other approaches rely on the notion of semantic congruence
[29] or use Petri Nets [30]. In turn, [31] applies MixedInteger Programming to verify the compliance of process
models as well as the validity of change operations. In this
context, notions like degree of compliance, validity of change
operations, and compliance by compensation are introduced.

Various issues related to the modeling of distributed and
collaborative workflows have been discussed in literature. In
particular, there exist industry standards like BPEL4WS, WSCDL, and RosettaNet as well as powerful modeling frameworks and notations (e.g. ”Let’s dance” [40], iBPMN [41], and
BPMN 2.0). Furthermore, interaction patterns were suggested
in [42], describing practically relevant message exchanges
between partners. Finally, [43], [44] discuss how partners may
publish restricted public process models, i.e. views on their
private process models, to preserve privacy.

Runtime checking and monitoring of business process compliance (e.g., continous auditing [32]) are addressed by several approaches: [33] enriches process models with controls.
Another compliance monitoring framework, which is based
on common event standards and middleware, is presented in
[34]. In turn, [7] discusses the monitoring and enforcement
of compliance in the context of distributed and collaborative
workflows. More recently, Compliance Rule Graphs [35] and
colored automata [5] have been used to enable fine-grain
compliance diagnostics during runtime.

Several Top-down-approaches, which either start from an
interaction model or a set of public process models, allow
determining whether private process models are compatible
with the public ones [45]–[48]. Finally, [41] and [49]–[51]
discuss realizability of interaction models, i.e., whether the
partners involved will be able to specify public and private
process models being compatible with the interaction model.

To complement design time and runtime compliance checking, backward compliance checking of workflow logs has been
proposed by [36]. [18] uses alignments to detect compliance
violations in workflow logs.

III.

C OMPLIANCE -AWARENESS I N D ISTRIBUTED AND
C OLLABORATIVE W ORKFLOWS

Finally, declarative approaches [37]–[39] ensure compliance in a smart manner. Since workflows are defined in terms
of a set of declarative rules, imposed compliance rules only
need to be added to the workflow to ensure business process
compliance based on ”in-build” techniques.

This section presents our methodology for ensuring compliance of distributed and collaborative workflows. It comprises
11 steps as outlined in Fig. 4. Furthermore, our methodology
follows the top-down paradigmas known from interaction
modeling [41], but adds further steps to deal with compliance.

So far, only little work exists addressing compliance issues
in the context of distributed and collaborative workflows [7],
[8]. In particular, compliance with respect to distributed and
collaborative workflows, taking also privacy constraints into

First, imposed regulations (e.g. standards, guidelines, laws)
must be selected in Step 1. This corresponds to the definition
of a set of global compliance rules. We sketch this step in
Sect. IV-C. In Step 2, the global view of the interactions (i.e.
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Figure 2: Example: Interaction model of healthcare scenario from [9]
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Figure 4: Creating compliant distributed and collaborative workflows

messages exchanged) between the partners of a distributed and
collaborative workflow is specified (i.e., the interaction model).
Steps 3 and 4 ensure correctness of the interaction model.
On one hand, this includes common behavioral correctness
criteria, e.g. absence of deadlocks and lifelocks [52], [53]. On
the other, interaction modeling additionally requires ensuring
realizability of an interaction model. The latter indicates,
whether every involved partner is able to model a process
compatible with the interaction model; [41], [49], [51], and
[50] address realizability and its verification in detail.
In our context, partners must be able to model public
and private process models, which comply with the given
interaction model and meet the global compliance rules defined
in Step 1. In particular, this requires interaction models to not
conflict with the set of global compliance rules. This constitutes the semantic correctness criterion compliability [12]. In
this paper, we further introduce the notion of comprehensive
compliability. Sect. IV-C provides formal definitions of both
compliability notions, while Sect. V presents algorithms for
checking compliability of interaction models.
After ensuring behavioral correctness, realizability, and
(comprehensive) compliability, Step 5 computes the local view
of each partner [54]. In particular, a local view covers the
behavior of the interaction model from the viewpoint of a
particular partner. Based on the obtained local views, the
partners define public process models of their processes in
Step 6 by adding public tasks. Additionally, partners may
refine their public process models by adding assertions in
order to ensure particular properties of their private process
models (created in Step 9). In Step 7, we check global
compliance, i.e., we check whether the interaction model,
the public process models, and the corresponding assertions
together meet the global compliance rules defined in Step 1.
In particular, we consider Step 7 to be the most challenging
one in this context. Note that the private processes of the

partners are not known and hence common techniques for
compliance checking (e.g. [2], [15], [55]) cannot be directly
applied. Sect. IV-C formally defines global compliance, while
Sect. V presents algorithms for global compliance checking.
If global compliance cannot be ensured, the public process
models as well as their assertions must be revised in Step 8
before re-checking global compliance of the public parts.
After ensuring global compliance, the required public parts
(i.e. interaction model, public process models, and assertions)
of the distributed and collaborative workflow are complete.
Hence the subsequent steps are performed privately by each
partner. In particular, the partners specify their private process
models in Step 9, which must be compatible with the corresponding public ones (cf. Step 6). Further, they must comply
with the assertions defined in Step 6, as well as local compliance rules. This must be checked by each partner separately
due to the privacy of his private process models in Step 10.
In this context, [45], [47], [48] describe how compatibility
can be verified. In turn, compliance with assertions and local
compliance rules can be ensured through the application of
common compliance checking techniques (e.g. [2], [15], [55]).
Finally, the distributed and collaborative workflow is released
in Step 11.
IV.

F ORMAL F RAMEWORK

A. Process Models and Interaction Models
As emphasized, we aim at distributed and collaborative
workflows that comply with domain-specific regulations
and rules. Thereby, we distinguish between different, but
overlapping viewpoints [54]: private process models, public
process models (i.e., public views on private process models),
local views (on the interaction model), and the interaction
model itself.

A private process model (also denoted as orchestration or
local process model) describes the internal business logic of a
partner and defines the execution constraints for its activities.
Thereby, private process models may contain activities as well
as internal knowledge, a partner does not want make public
to other partners. For this purpose, partners provide restricted
public process models that abstract from private activities and
internal details of their private processes. The local view on
the interaction model — also denoted as behavioral interface
— then defines the message exchanges from the perspective of
a single partner as well as the sequencing of these messages.
Finally, the interaction model provides a global view on the
interactions and messages exchanged in a distributed and
collaborative workflow.
Def. 1 summarizes the different notions introduced above.
Since our approach is independent from a particular process
modeling formalism, we abstract from language-specific details, i.e., we assume that process and interaction models are
characterized in terms of a set of producible execution traces.
Definition 1 (Process Models and Views):
In a distributed and collaborative workflow, let P be the set
of involved partners and p ∈ P be an arbitrary partner. Then:
●

●

T is the set of all tasks (i.e., activities) and Tp ⊆ T is
the set of the tasks performed by p. Tp is partitioned
into the set of public tasks Vp and the set of private
˙ p.
tasks Sp ; i.e. Tp = Vp ∪S
M corresponds to the set of all interactions, and
Mp ⊆ M to the set of all interactions, in which
p is involved, i.e., messages sent or received. For
a particular interaction I(m, s, r), a message m is
sent from s ∈ P to r ∈ P. SEN D(I(m, s, r))
(REC(I(m, s, r))) denotes the sending (receiving)
task of I(m, s, r).

●

πp is the private process model of p. It comprises tasks
of Tp and interactions of Mp . Π corresponds to the set
of all private process models.

●

γp is the public process model of p. It comprises public
tasks of Vp and interactions of Mp . Γ corresponds to
the set of all public process models.

●

t ∈+ m expresses that t is used in m. Further,
m∈ ∶= {t ∈ T ∪ M∣t ∈+ m} denotes the set of tasks
and interactions used by m,

●

T(m) ∈ ((T × P) ∪ M) is the set of traces producible on m. Each trace entry contains either a
message exchanged or a task performed by a particular
partner,

●

T⋆ (M ) ∶= {τ ∈ ( ⋃ m∈ )⋆ ∣∀m ∈ M ∶ Φm∈ (τ ) ∈ T(m)}
m∈M
is the set of traces producible on the composition of
the models in M . Thereby ΦE (τ ) restricts a trace τ
to entries that are elements of E,

●

[T]E ∈ ((T × P) ∪ M) corresponds to the set of
traces obtained by arbitrarily supplementing traces
with elements (i.e. tasks and messages) of E.

⋆

⋆

Following Def. 2, G ∶= T⋆ ({G} ∪ Π) describes the set of
traces producible by a distributed and collaborative workflow.
Due to privacy constraints of the partners, however, Π might
be unknown and, thus, G might never be obtained exactly
when checking for compliability and compliance. In turn, this
highlights the need for available approximations of the set of
traces producible by a distributed and collaborative workflow.
For this purpose, we provide two approximations of G:
1)

The first one is solely based on knowledge about an
interaction model G and the set of tasks Tp of each
⋃ Tp

2)

partner p. AG ∶= [T(G)]p∈P is the set of traces that
conform with interaction model G, but may contain
additional tasks.
Our second approximation further includes knowledge about the public process models Γ and the set
of private tasks Sp of each partner p. In this context,
⋃ Sp

AG,Γ ∶= [T⋆ ({G} ∪ Γ)]p∈P is the set of traces that
conform with interaction model G as well as the
public process models Γ, but may additionally contain
private tasks.

●

lp is the local view of p on the interaction model. It
sends and receives elements of Mp . L is the set of all
local views.

If compatibility between G, γp and πp (cf. Def 1) can be
ensured, AG ⊇ AG,Γ ⊇ G holds. Furthermore, we consider the
approximation Ap ∶= [T(γp )]Sp ⊇ T(πp ) as the set of traces
conforming with the public process model πp of a partner p
that may additionally contain private tasks of p.

●

G is the global interaction model that consists of
interactions of M.

B. Compliance Rules

●

M ∶= Π ∪ Γ ∪ L ∪ {G} is the set of all models of a
distributed and collaborative setting.

Based on Def. 1, Def. 2 introduces traces on interaction
models as well as public and private process models.
Definition 2 (Traces):
Let m ∈ M be a model of a distributed and collaborative
workflow and M ⊆ M be a subset of models. Further, let
t ∈ T ∪ M be a task or interaction and E ⊆ T ∪ M be a
⋆
subset of the latter. Finally, let T ⊆ ((T × P) ∪ M) be a set
of traces that consist of tasks and messages. Then:

In general, business process compliance means that a workflow does not violate compliance rules. As aforementioned, for
distributed and collaborative workflows, three different levels
of compliance need to be distinguished: local compliance,
asserted compliance, and global compliance. First, local compliance means that the private process of a partner does not
violate any of its local compliance rules. Note that this corresponds to the common definition of compliance known from
intra-organizational workflows. Second, asserted compliance
means that a particular partner assures to the other partners
that its private processes comply with a particular set of
compliance rules, i.e. its set of assertions. Consequently, each
assertion corresponds to a local compliance rule with respect

to the private process model of this particular partner. Finally,
global compliance means that a distributed and collaborative
workflow does not violate any global compliance rule.
Definition 3 (Levels of Compliance Rules):
In the following, we consider GR as the set of global compliance rules. For any partner p ∈ P we consider
●

LRp as the set of local compliance rules of partner p,

●

Ap ⊆ LRp as the set of (public) assertions of partner
p, and A ∶= ⋃ Ap as the set of all assertions of a
p∈P

distributed and collaborative workflow.
●

β(r) as corresponding linear temporal logic (LTL)
formula for each local compliance rule, assertion, or
global compliance rule r.

We omit a detailed specification of β. Note that there
exists work that comprehensively models compliance rules and
transforms them into LTL expressions [2], [17].
Tab. I shows examples of compliance rules that affect the
distributed and collaborative healtcare workflow from Figs. 2
and 3. Furthermore, these rules are classified according to
Def. 3 and mapped onto LTL expressions in Tab. II.
C. Compliance and Compliability
Based on the definitions provided for compliance rules and
assertions, we are now able to describe their formal semantics.
In the context of a distributed and collaborative workflows,
different levels must be considered, for which compliance
shall be checked. In particular, we define local compliance of
a private process from the viewpoint of a particular partner as
well as compliability and global compliance taking a global
perspective (cf. Def. 4).
Our definition of local compliance meets the common
definition of process compliance and hence can be omitted
here (for details see [2], [15], [55]).
In turn, our definition of compliability is based on [12],
which describes compliability as the absence of conflicts
between an interaction model and the set of imposed global
compliance rules. Thus, compliability of an interaction model

G can be defined as existence of a trace τ , which meets
all global compliance rules and conforms with the message
exchange defined in G. Besides, τ may contain arbitrary tasks
(i.e., τ ∈ AG ). Note that compliability is a necessary, but not
a sufficient condition for the ability of the partners to define
public and private process models in such a way that the
resulting distributed and collaborative workflow is compliant
(cf. Theorem 1).
However, there might still exist an interaction i of a
compliable interaction model G violating global compliance
rules; i.e., any trace of T(G) containing i violates at least
one global compliance rule. This would force public and
private process models of the partners to completely ignore
i as well. To cope with this, we introduce the notion
of comprehensive compliability for interaction models. It
requires that no interaction of an interaction model G must
be ignored by the public and private partner processes to
ensure global compliance. In turn, for each interaction i of G,
comprehensive compliability requires the existence of a trace
τ ∈ AG containing i and meeting all global compliance rules.
We want to ensure global compliance taking a global
perspective. Thus, one may assume that interaction model G,
public process models Γ, and assertions A are known, but
not the private process models Π themselves. This implies
that the set of producible traces G of the distributed and
collaborative workflow cannot be exactly obtained. Instead,
we may use the approximation AG,Γ . The latter can be further
enhanced taking assertions into account, i.e. only traces
complying with all assertions are considered. Nevertheless,
this definition of global compliance ensures compliance of
each each trace producible on the entire distributed and
collaborative workflow (cf. Theorem 2).
Altogether, we formally define compliance and compliability as follows:
Definition 4 (Compliance and Compliability):
Let G be an interaction model with partner set P and Γ be
the set of their public process models. Let further p ∈ P be a
partner, and πp ∈ Π be its private process model, and γp ∈ Γ
be its public process model. Finally, let lr ∈ LRp be a local
compliance rule of p, and gr ∈ GRp a global compliance rule,
and A the set of all assertions. Then:

TABLE I: Examples of compliance rules
r1
r2
r3
r4

Rule
After a blood test, the blood sample has to be destroyed.
The hospital shall only receive patient data if the gynecologist has admitted the patient to hospital before
After the gynecologist has admitted the patient to hospital, she has to be observed in the hospital.
Laboratory ensures to destroy the blood sample after analysis.

TABLE II: Compliance rules in LTL and their classification
r1 ∈ GR
r2 ∈ GR
r3 ∈ GR
r4 ∈ ALab
and LRLab

β(r)
G(Task= ’blood test’ ⇒ F Task=’destroy sample’))
(¬Task=’REC(patient data, Gyn)’ ∧ Performer=’Hosp’)
U(Task=’admit patient to hosp’ ∧ Performer=’Gyn’)
G(Task=’admit patient to hosp’ ⇒ F (Task=’observe patient’ ∧ Performer=’Hosp’))
G((Task=’start analysis’ ∧ Performer=Lab)
⇒ F (Task=’destroy sample’ ∧ Performer=Lab))

●

πp ⊧ lr ∶⇔ ∀τ ∈ T(πp ) ∶ τ ⊧ β(lr). This denotes that
πp complies with lr.

of distributed and collaborative workflows (cf. Sect. III),
compliability is checked in Step 3.

●

G ⊢ GR ∶⇔ ∃τ ∈ AG ∶ τ ⊧ ⋀gr∈GR β(gr). This
denotes that G is compliable with the set of global
compliance rules GR.

●

G ⊩ GR ∶⇔ ∀I(m, s, r) ∈+ G ∶ ∃τ ∈ AG ∶
τ ⊧ β(gr) and I(m, s, r) occurs in τ . This denotes
that G is comprehensively compliable with the set of
global compliance rules GR.

●

G, Γ ⊧ gr ∶⇔ ∀τ ∈ AG,Γ ∶ τ ⊧ ⋀ β(a) ⇒ β(gr).
a∈A
This denotes G, Γ globally complies with the global
compliance rule gr.

Similar to approaches for checking compliance of intraorganizational processes, we apply model checking techniques
to ensure compliability [12]. As opposed to these approaches,
however, we cannot directly take the interaction model G as input for model checking, but have to consider all tasks executed
by the partners (cf. Def. 4). Furthermore, we do not want to
show that all traces comply with particular rules, but that there
is a trace satisfying all compliance rules (cf. Def. 4). Thus,
we can not apply model checking directly, but have to add
preprocessing steps: First, function extendInteractionM odel
(cf. Alg. 1) utilizes the knowledge about the set of tasks Tp that
p can execute. In particular, the interaction model G is enriched
with parts simulating the behavior of the partners involved and
reflecting AG . This enrichment is expressed through the use of
process structures like sequences (SEQ), parallelism (PAR),
choice (CHC), and repetition (RPT). Note that this does not
require the interaction model to be well structured.

Theorem 1 (Necessarity of Compliability): Compliability of
the interaction model is a necessary condition for global
compliance; i.e, if compliability is violated, global compliance
can not be ensured.
Proof 1 (Necessarity of Compliability):
Since AG ⊇ AG,Γ ⊇ G holds, we may directly conclude:
G ⊬ GR ⇒ ∄τ ∈ G ⊆ AG ∶ τ ⊧ ⋀gr∈GR β(gr),
⇒ ∀τ ∈ G ∶ τ ⊬ ⋀gr∈GR β(gr),
⇒ ∀τ ∈ G ∶ ∃gr ∈ GR ∶ τ ⊭ β(gr),
i.e., non-compliability enforces a compliance violation of the
distributed and collaborative workflow.
Theorem 2 (Compliance Preservation): Global compliance
ensures compliance of each trace producible on the entire
distributed and collaborative workflow.
Proof 2 (Compliance Preservation):
Since AG ⊇ AG,Γ ⊇ G holds, we may directly conclude:
G, Γ ⊧ gr ∶⇔ ∀τ ∈ G ⊆ AG,Γ ∶ τ ⊧ ⋀ β(a) ⇒ β(gr),
a∈A

i.e., global compliance ensures compliance of each trace producible on the entire distributed and collaborative workflow
(assuming that assertions are not violated).
V.

C OMPLIABILITY AND C OMPLIANCE C HECKING

Taking the formal definition of compliability and compliance (cf. Def. 4), this section shows how these properties can
be checked and verified. We provide algorithms that extend
interaction and process models with additional structures and
tasks (i.e., activities) in order to approximate the private
(i.e., non-visible) behavior of the partner processes. Further,
we extend compliance rules with preconditions reflecting the
respective assertions. These extended models and combined
compliance rules are then used as input for model checking.
A. Compliability Checking
Compliability constitutes a novel semantic correctness criterion for interaction models in the context of distributed and
collaborative workflows. It ensures that an interaction model
does not conflict with the set of imposed compliance rules.
In the context of our methodology for ensuring compliance

Second, function combineRules (cf. Alg. 2) builds
the conjunction of all global compliance rules. Third, in
Alg. 3 applies LTL model checking to the result of function extendInteractionM odel (i.e, the extended interaction model EIM ) and the negated result of function
combineRules (i.e., the negated conjunction of all global
compliance rules). In case the interaction model is compliable,
at least one trace τ is producible through EIM satisfying all
global compliance rules; consequently, the negated conjunction
of the global compliance rules does not hold. For this case,
LTL model checking returns false (and outputs τ as counterexample), which means that compliabily holds. Otherwise, all
traces violate at least one of the global compliance rules,
and EIM satisfies the negated formula. In this case, model
checking returns true and compliability is violated. Thus, our

Algorithm 1: Extend interaction model
1 Function extendInteractionM odel(I, P, Ap ) ;
2 begin
3
P M ∶= EM P T Y ;
4
foreach partner p ∈ P do
5
foreach task t ∈ Tp do
6
P M ∶= CHC(t, P M );
7
end
8
end
9
EIM ∶= P AR(I, RP T (P M ));
10 end
11 Output: EIM Extend interaction model
Algorithm 2: Combine global compliance rules
Function combineRules(GR) ;
2 begin
3
CGR ∶= true;
4
foreach global compliance rule r ∈ GR do
5
CGR ∶= CGR ∧ r;
6
end
7 end
8 Output: CGR the combined global compliance rules
1
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Figure 5: Extended interaction model EIM

Algorithm 3: Compliability checking
begin
2
EIM ∶= extendInteractionM odel(I, P, Tp );
3
CGR ∶= combineRules(GR);
4
M C Res ∶= LT LM odelChecking(EIM, ¬CGR);
5
C ∶= ¬M C Res.propertyV alid;
6 end
7 Output: C the compliability of G with GR
1

algorithm for compliability checking basically applies model
checking over the extended interaction model EIM and the
negated conjunction of the global compliance rules inverting
the result (cf. Alg. 3).
Regarding comprehensive compliability, we must additionally ensure that for each interaction i of the global interaction
model G, at least one trace τ is producible through EIM ,
which then satisfies all global compliance rules and also
contains i. For a particular interaction i, such a trace can
be found by adding the LTL expression Fi to the negated
conjunction of the global compliance rules before applying
model checking as in Alg. 4. Fi requires i to occur eventually.
A simple, but costly approach would be to accomplish this
for each interaction individually. However, it is more efficient
to analyze the counter example τ returned by LTL model
checking after these steps have been accomplished for the first
interaction i. Besides, τ may contain additional interactions
i′ , i′′ , and so forth. Consequently, it is not necessary to search
for a compliant trace that contains i′ , i′′ , . . . explicitly. Hence
comprehensive compliability checking can be continued for
the remaining interactions (cf. Alg. 4).
B. Compliance Checking
As discussed in Sect. II, there exist several approaches
for checking local compliance [2], [15], [16], [55]. Thus,
this subsection focuses on checking global compliance of
distributed and collaborative workflows, which is performed in
Step 7 of our methodology (cf. Sect. III). Obviously, this would
not constitute a particular challenge if the private process
model of each partner had been completely known. In this case,
one could synchronize the private process models based on
the messages exchanged and then apply standard compliance
checking techniques (e.g., model checking). However, from

Algorithm 4: Comprehensive compliability checking
1 begin
2
EIM ∶= extendInteractionM odel(G, P, Tp );
3
CGR ∶= combineRules(GR);
4
QI ∶= {I(m, s, r) ∈ M∣I(m, s, r) ∈+ G};
5
C ⋆ ∶= true;
6
while QI ≠ ∅ do
7
Chose arbitrary interaction I(m, s, r) ∈ QI ;
8
QI ∶= QI − {I(m, s, r)};
9
ψ ∶= ¬ ((F I(m, s, r)) ∧ CGR);
10
M C Res ∶= LT LM odelCecking(EIM, ψ);
11
if ¬M C Res.propertyV alid then
12
foreach interaction I ′ (m′ , s′ , r′ ) ∈
M C Result.CounterExample do
13
QI ∶= QI − {I ′ (m′ , s′ , r′ )};
14
end
15
end
16
else
17
C ⋆ ∶= f alse; break;
18
end
19
end
20 end
⋆
21 Output: C the comprehensive compliability of G with
GR
Algorithm 5: Extend global models
Function extendGlobalM odels(G, P, Sp , γp ) begin
2
EGM ∶= G;
3
foreach partner p ∈ P do
4
SBp ∶= EM P T Y ;
5
foreach secret task s ∈ Sp do
6
SBp ∶= CHC(s, SBp );
7
end
8
SBp ∶= RP T (SBp );
9
EP Mp ∶= CHC(EM P T Y, P AR(γp , SBp ));
10
EGM ∶= P AR(EGM, EP Mp );
11
end
12 end
13 Output: EGM Extended global models
1

a global point of view, the private process models πp are
unknown, i.e., only the public process models γp and assertions
Ap are known. Further, the set of tasks Sp partner p may use
in its private process model is known. In case Sp can not be
obtained, Tp must be used instead.
Consider Alg. 5: extendGlobalM odels(G, P, Sp , γp ) describes how to build an extended public process model EP Mp
for any partner p, which reflects Ap . After EP Mp is derived
for each partner, these models are combined with interaction
model G. The resulting extended global model EGM then
approximates AG,Γ (cf. Sect. IV-A). However, EGM does not
ensure correct message exchange and, thus, not exactly reflects
AG,Γ . To compensate this, Alg. 6 extends global compliance
rules of GR with preconditions that filter out incorrect message
exchanges. Furthermore, the other preconditions of gr take
assertions into account as introduced in the definition of global
compliance (cf. Def. 4). Finally, Alg. 7 applies model checking
to verify global compliance.

Algorithm 6: Extend compliance rule
1 Function extendComplianceRule(cr, A, M) ;
2 begin
3
α ∶= true; ι ∶= true;
4
foreach assertion a ∈ A do
5
α ∶= α ∧ β(a);
6
end
7
foreach interaction i = I(m, s, r) ∈ M do
8
s ∶= (T ask = SEN D(m, r) ∧ P erf ormer = s);
9
i ∶= (T ask = I(m, s, r));
10
r ∶= (T ask = REC(m, s) ∧ P erf ormer = r);
11
ι ∶= ι ∧ (G ( (s ⇔ Xi) ∧ (i ⇔ Xr) )) );
12
end
13
ER ∶= (α ∧ ι) ⇒ β(cr);
14 end
15 Output: ER the extended compliance rule
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Store sample

Create invoice

Destroy
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We have demonstrated the feasibility of our approach by
implementing a proof-of-concept prototype. We applied this
prototype to different application scenarios including the presented healthcare example [9]. More precisely, the presented
compliance checking techniques have been implemented as
plug-in of the Aristaflow BPM Suite [56] and partially base
on libraries of the Seaflows toolset [55]. [12] provides provide
a screenshot of the compliability checker.
VI.

S UMMARY AND O UTLOOK

Ensuring compliance of workflows with guidelines,
standards, and laws is crucial for both intra-organizational as
well as distributed and collaborative settings. However, most
existing proposals have only considered intra-organizational
workflows so far [9]. This paper introduces a sophisticated
approach that allows ensuring compliance of distributed and
collaborative workflows with multiple partners at different
levels. More precisely, we introduce three levels of business
process compliance reflected by local compliance rules,
assertions, and global compliance rules. Based on this, we
enrich interaction-modeling [41] with additional tasks to
detect potential compliance violations at an early stage. In this
context, we formally introduce two notions of compliability,
i.e., the general ability of an interaction model not to conflict
with a given set of compliance rules in a distributed and
collaborative setting, independent from the particular process
models of the partners. Our formal definitions of compliability
are complemented by algorithms for compliability checking.
Further, we introduce the notion of global compliance
and present algorithms for checking it. As opposed to

Send results

Figure 6: Extended partner model EP MLab
EPM of
Gynecologist

EPM of
Hospital

Algorithm 7: Global compliance checking
1 begin
2
EGM ∶= extendGlobalM odels(G, P, Sp , γp );
3
ER ∶= extendComplianceRule(cr, A, M);
4
M C Result ∶= LT LM odelCecking(EGM, ER);
5
C ∶= M C Result.propertyV alid;
6 end
7 Output: C global compliance with cr

C. Proof-of-Concept Prototype

Start analysis

EPM of
Laboratory

Interaction
model

Figure 7: Extended global models EGM

compliability, compliance checking examines the public
elements of a distributed and collaborative workflow, i.e. the
interaction model, public process models, and assertions. To
the best of our knowledge, there exists no other approach
ensuring compliance and compliability of distributed and
collaborative workflows taking privacy constraints into
account, i.e. the non-availability of information on the private
elements of partner processes.
In future work, we will consider additional perspectives
in the context of compliance and compliability checking (e.g.
data, time, resources). Furthermore, we will consider compliance of distributed and collaborative workflows in all phases of
their life cycle and further evaluate our approach in industrial
case studies.
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